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The (Landscape) Work Is Not Done
Until All Directors are Taken Care of
Posted By CotoBlogzz | 06-11-2009 7:00 PM
Reprinted with permission of CotoBlogzz
Laguna Woods, CA - Given the current unemployment rate you would think that landscape work can be done on the cheap - right? Not in Laguna Woods!
Consider that the hourly rate for landscape work in the community is $40.00/hour. Yes it
is not $4.00, it $40.00, as in the $5 million landscape budget. Given the premiums, you
would expect that the work would be done with German engineering precision,
right? Wrong again.

Work in and around Mary Robertson continues, even when the project is supposed to be complete

Consider that even after the slope renovation in Third Mutual had been deemed
complete, work continued in and around New Third Mutual director Mary
Robertson's manor, so we asked the Third Mutual what the deal was.
Mary Robertson promptly responded saying "I did not request work on this
slope nor have any say in what is going on. The area has been under renovation
since Sept. 2008, long before I was appointed to the Third Board in April 2009.
The long renovation period was due to the poor soil in the area for which they
had to leach the soil for about 6 months before they could get it in condition for
planting."
We figured that Ms. Robertson knew something we did not, so we asked her if
she knew about any documentation that might have been sent to the community alerting the community of the mentioned delay. We also suggested that as
she pondered how to respond to our last question, and to make sure she did
not feel that we had set her up, that she should know we have information that
Cynthia Conner had kept Ms. Robertson informed of virtually everything that
went on in closed sessions. Further, according to Brian Gentry and Ishmael, the
work was complete.
Apparently Ms. Robertson did not know more than we did - she has failed to respond.
Perhaps this explains the $5Million landscape budget.
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